DESCRIPTION
The SB126 consists of:
- 1/4" MONO line level jack for connection to a PA system or power
amp.

INTRODUCTION
Thank you for your purchase of the
SB126 Starting buzzer/tone generator.
This unit was designed to generate a
tone to start sporting events or anywhere a 600 Hz tone is needed. Read
the following manual carefully to ensure
proper operation and a full understanding of all the SB126 functions.

- XLR MIC level output jack for connection to a balanced microphone
input of a mixer or PA system.
- Switch for activating the tone/
signal.

WARRANTY
For information on the Rolls One Year
Limited Warranty, and to register this
product, visit our website at www.rolls.
com
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- LED for monitoring when output is
active.
- 9V external battery compartment.

OPERATION
When the switch is depressed the LED will light and a tone will be sent out to both
the 1/4" and XLR jacks for the duration of time the button is pressed.
The SB126 has an automatic turn off function. When the unit is not being used it
automatically shuts its self off to save on battery life. The unit can remain is storage and when needed for the next event your battery will be preserved.
The LED will light when signal is present on the outputs. It is not a power led it was
designed as an output indication LED.
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Anyone needing a tone to start an event
or just needing a momentary test tone will
benefit from the simple and elegant design
of the SB126.

LIFT TO WITHDRAW

BATTERY - 9V

• Sends a starting tone when buttton
is pressed.
• Auto turn off - No power switch
needed
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